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Challenge D: Tagging Your 
GameObjects

Layers and Tags allow you to either object out of certain collisions or perform 
specific actions on a GameObject of a tag. As far as challenges go, this one is rather
easy and while the actual challenge is rather quick, it’s extremely important that 
you understand how to work with both of them. 

Getting Started
Open the starter challenge project. If you’ve been following this series from the 
beginning, open your last saved project. 

Note: Unity will open to empty scene. Find the scene that you saved, or if you
are using the Starter Project, open Main.scene.  

Your job is create a bunch of Layers and Tags. Here is the big list of both Layers and
Tags that need to be created:



As you can se from the screenshots, some items are already populated in the 
Layers area which you cannot delete. 

There a couple of ways to create a Layer or Tag. First, you click access the menu 
from Edit \ Project Settings \ Tags and Layers. Another way is to select a 
GameObject, and then add a Tag or Layer from one of the corresponding 
dropdowns.

Create both the Tags and Layers in the UI. 

Next, add the tags to all the appropriate GameObjects. Just note that the bottom
rail represents the Ground (as far as Tags are concerned).

Finally, assign the Ball and Paddle layer to the Ball and Paddle GameObjects. 
Leave the PaddleBoundray unassigned for now. You will work with the 
PaddleBoundry in another challenge in this series.
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